MPM Adds Toppings
of Excellence and
Delivers in Style.
The goal to create the perfect dough, which in turn creates the perfect light
crispy pizza base, topped with authentic Italian combinations, then perfectly
cooked to win the hearts and minds at the next family gathering.
Delivita were driven to create a wood fired oven, that was to be social, stylish
and lightweight. What has been produced with the help of MPM is all of that

Supplier:
MPM Ltd.

Client:
Delivita – Pizza Ovens

Project:
Shells for Outdoor Wood
Fired Pizza Ovens

Results:
Improved Specification and
Quality of final product

and more; available in carefully selected colours together with an extensive
range of accessories.

“It is fantastic to find such a
professional and knowledgeable
team with an amazing ‘Can Do’
attitude. Ben has helped pull us
all together and with his ideas,
business acumen and loyal team,
my vision has come to life.”
Joe Formisano,
Managing Director
Delivita

Delivita are all about honest products and
re-invigorating friends and family to come back to the
table to eat together, so partnering up with MPM, a true
family business, was a perfect way of realising their
vision.
Having put a prototype and master mould together,
Delivita were looking for a ‘professional outfit’ to be
able to manufacture the quality product in quantities
ready for the retail market.
On talking to Hopkins who supply the heat resistance
coating, they recommended MPM who are located
literally around the corner.
When MPM, Delivita and Hopkins got together it
allowed Ben and the team to get a bigger picture of the
project. With their comprehensive knowledge of GRP
they were able to make some suggestions, which have
not only improved the end result, but also ensured
that Hopkins are able to work on the oven without
damaging the coating.

“It is fantastic to find such a professional and
knowledgeable team with an amazing ‘Can Do’
attitude.”
“Not only did they think about their own part in this
project but also how they could help Hopkins and
retain the best possible quality.”

A team with a great ‘can do’ attitude

Mutual client - supplier respect

Proactive, professional advice

“Ben has helped pull us all together and with his ideas,
business acumen and loyal team, my vision has come
to life. I cannot thank them enough. The team are
quite often found at one of Delivita’s events and this
engagement and mutual respect between client and
supplier is something more than I could have wished
for when I started.”

